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ABSTRACT 

This paper gives warm exchange and erosion factor information for single - stage stream in a shell 
and cylinder warm exchanger fitted with a helical tape embed. In the twofold concentric cylinder warm 
exchanger, tourist was gone through the internal cylinder while the cool water was moved through the 
annulus. The impacts of the helical embed on warmth exchange rate and rubbing factor were considered for 
counter stream, and Nusselt numbers and grinding factor acquired were contrasted and past information 
(Dittus 1930, Petukhov 1970, Moody 1944) for pivotal streams in the plain cylinder. The stream considered is 
in a low Reynolds number range somewhere in the range of 2300 and 8800. A most extreme rate gain of 
165% in warmth exchange rate is acquired for utilizing the helical embed in examination with the plain 
cylinder. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In the previous decade, warm exchange upgrade innovation has been created and broadly 
connected to warm exchanger applications; for instance, refrigeration, car, process industry, sunlight based 
water radiator, and so forth. The point of augmentative warmth exchange is to oblige high warmth 
transitions (or warmth exchange coefficient). Up to the present there has been an extraordinary endeavor to 
diminish the sizes and cost of the warmth exchanger, and vitality utilization. The most critical variable in 
diminishing the size and the expense of the warmth exchanger, which for the most part prompts less capital 
expense and another favorable position, is decrease of the temperature main impetus, which builds the 
second law productivity and abatements the entropy age. In this way,this captivates the interests of the 
number of researchers. The great attempt on utilizing different methods is to increase the heat transfer rate 
through the compulsory force convection. Meanwhile, it is found that this way can reduce the sizes of the 

heat exchanger gadget and set aside the vitality.  When all is said in 
done, improving the warmth exchange can be separated into two 
gatherings: One is the uninvolved strategy; it is the route without being 
animated by the outer power, for example, surface coatings, harsh 
surfaces, expanded surfaces, the whirl stream gadgets, the tangled 
(contorted) tube, added substances for fluid and gases. The other is the 
dynamic strategy. Along these lines requires the additional outer power 
sources, for instance mechanical guides, surface-liquid vibration, the 
infusion and the suction of the liquid, the stream impingement, and the 
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electrostatic fields. The twirl stream gadgets can be ordered into two sorts: the first is the ceaseless whirl 
stream and the other is the rotting whirl stream. For the nonstop twirl stream, the whirling movement holds 
on over the entire length of the cylinder for instance curved tape embeds [1,2], looped wires embedded 
along the entire cylinder [3] and helical scores in the inward surface of cylinder create, while in the rotting 
whirl stream, the whirl is produced at the passage of the cylinder and rots along the stream way for instance 
the outspread guide vane whirl generator and the unrelated stream infusion gadget [4,5,6,7,8]. For the 
rotting whirl stream, the warmth exchange coefficient and weight drop diminish with the pivotal separation, 
while for the consistent twirl stream, the warmth exchange coefficient and weight drop keep steady. In this 
reports, the tests were set to contemplate the impact 
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